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Abstract—Software measurement which mainly includes software cost and effort estimation is one of the most important activities in the software development process and it is still a critical and long standing issue, especially in agile software. There are few agile estimation methods and techniques proposed in the last 10 years such as story point (the main metric used in agile), planning poker and expert opinion. Many researches estimated cost, size and duration (CSD) for agile project by using traditional methods such as: COCOMO II, COSMIC, Function Point, etc with a little modification. Other researches attempt to combine traditional estimation methods and agile estimation method such as Story point and FP. The main contribution of this paper is a general overview about agile software cost/size estimation methods that can show us the evolution in this field and covers most of the famous available and practiced parametric models founded on the literature. Also, this paper includes comments and discussion on the performance about the estimation models and description of several newer approaches for agile software cost estimation.

Index Terms—Agile Software Estimation Method, User Story, Story Point, Planning Poker and Software Traditional Estimation Models

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurement is the process by which numbers and symbols are determined to characteristics of objects in the real world—this allows us to identify such objects according to defined rules. In software development, measurements are performed by using metrics, which are experimental designations of a value to an object aiming to characterize a definite quality of this object.

Software metrics are used to measure both the process and the definitive product characteristics connected with software development [1].

Software measurement which mainly includes software cost and effort estimation is one of the most important activities in the software development process and it is still a critical and long standing issue, especially in agile software development because uncertainty in early phase of software development.

Software measurement is still a key factor in software estimation, even in modern development methodologies such as Agile Software Development.

Software estimation gives the approximate calculation of software size, software development cost and effort, and development schedule for a particular software project.

The most important aspects to be measured comes development cost, product size (length, functionality, complexity), and required duration (how long they will take to do the work) (CSD), monitor the quality and track the development progress (velocity (team’s rate)).

Much research has focused on traditional methods, little is known about estimation in the agile method arena and these researches classified Agile Estimation Methods (AEMs) based upon analogy and expert opinion.

Other researches an attempt to combine traditional estimation methods and agile estimation method such as Story point and FP. All these methods has its own strengths and weaknesses, unfortunately, the accuracy of these models is not satisfactory.

This paper consists of five sections, section II presents agile estimation methods, the performance of agile methods was discussed in section III, section IV presented new approaches for agile estimation and discussion and result in section V.

II. AGILE ESTIMATION METHODS

In this section three metrics considered to estimate size of agile project: user story, Ideal day and planning poker.

A. Estimation by story point

On an agile project it is not uncommon to begin iteration with incompletely specified requirements, the details of which will be discovered during the iteration.

For Agile development, a project may consist of one or more “stories” or “Sprints” those are required to produce this final result.

A sprint is an incremental piece of work used by the Scrum methodology (which is closely related to Agile), as well as by the Agile methodology itself. In Scrum, It has fixed length (typically 30 days) and shall not be extended.
The team members assign a sizing unit called Story Point to each User Story.

A user story is a high level definition of a requirement containing enough information so that the developers can produce an estimate of the effort to implement it.

Each story is formulated in one or two sentences in the language of the customer, and typically written on an index card [2], [3], [4].

The estimates are important, as they are the basis for planning the next release in terms of prioritizing features and staffing the development team.

Story points are a unit of measure for expressing the overall size of a user story, feature, or other piece of work.

The number of story points associated with a story represents the overall size of the story. There is no set formula for defining the size of a story that is a key problem in the agile software metrics. There are two approaches to estimate story point, the first one is to select smallest story depend on the team opinion, and say that story is estimated at 1 story point. The second approach is to select a story that seems somewhat medium-sized and give it a number somewhere in the middle of the range you expect to use [5], [6].

In recent years, some researches investigated story point in agile projects [3], [5], [7].

Another study about estimation in XP and concluded that estimation in the scrum the same with the XP but it differs while XP represent pieces of functionality to be estimated and this is done every 2 weeks [5], [7].

An overall expected time for each of these stories is estimated by the developers and the customers then prioritizes the stories based on these initial estimates and on the business value of each one [8].

According to [8], the nature of agile methods often results in fixed budgets and a fixed schedule, and it is the scope of the project that remains flexible throughout.

On the other hand report in [9] announced that companies using agile methods usually lean towards “flexible contracts instead of fixed ones that redefine functionalities, price, and time”.

The nature of agile may cause scope creeping due to changes in requirements which increase in cost for software project [10].

Agile methods aim to reduce the cost of changes throughout the development of a system, but not necessarily to reduce the occurrence of changes [11].

The authors in [12] identified the effort estimation within XP-projects is a part of the so called planning game. The recommended duration of the planning game can be assumed with 4 hours. Within this time, customers and developers work together.

B. Estimation by ideal day

Another metric to estimate agile software size, Ideal time is the amount of time that something takes when stripped of all peripheral activities.

Elapsed time, on the other hand, is the amount of time that passes on a clock.

It is almost always far easier and accurate to predict the duration of an event in ideal time than in elapsed time. A team member may spend time answering email, making a support call to a vendor [2].

When we estimate the number of ideal days that a user story will take to develop, test, and accept, it is not necessary to consider the impact of the overhead of the environment in which the team works.

If you choose to estimate in ideal days, assign one aggregate estimate to each user story. Some teams are tempted to estimate a number of ideal days for each individual or group who will work on a story.

There are many different between Story point and ideal day, firstly, estimating in story points is often faster than estimating ideal days. Finally, unlike ideal days, story points can be compared between team members. On the other hand, Ideal days more easily explained to those outside the team, easier to get started with, and it easier to predict initial velocity.

The author in [2] Prefers story points to estimate agile software size due to more powerful than ideal time.

C. Estimation by planning poker

In the software industry, various techniques are used to combine estimates. One of the most recent additions is planning poker, introduced by James Grenning in 2002 [2].

Planning Poker method is the most commonly used method in Agile Estimation Methods; it combines expert opinion from different areas of software development, analogy and disaggregating into an enjoyable approach to estimating that results in quick but reliable estimates [12].

At the start of planning poker, each estimator is given a deck of cards. Each card has written on it one of the valid estimates. The cards should be prepared prior to the planning poker meeting and the numbers should be large enough to see across a table. Cards can be saved and used for the next planning poker session.

After the discussion, each estimator re-estimates by again selecting a card. Cards are once again kept private until everyone has estimated at which point they are turned over at the same time [2], [12], [13].

The goal in planning poker is not to derive an estimate that will withstand all future scrutiny.

III. PERFORMANCE FOR EXISTING AGILE ESTIMATION METHODS

All these above methods have drawbacks in somewhere and may results is not satisfactory. For example: story points’ counting and the velocity differ from team to team, so, it cannot be easy to estimate the time duration and the results can be subjective rather being objective.

Story point is relative values which have different values by different teams, in addition; there is no fixed formula for defining the size of the story. Also; story point alone is not sufficient to size measuring.

Furthermore, the velocity which a measure of the team’s rate of progress is measured at the end of the iteration which makes it less dynamic.

There are no papers found accurate results for actual size/ cost and cost estimated by story point.
Planning poker: it depends on existence of experts in agile project and that is may not available in that field since it new method and technique.

IV. NEW APPROACHES FOR AGILE ESTIMATION

In recent years, many empirical studies were proposed to present accurate and precise cost and size estimation for agile software project.

Most of these studies an attempt to combine the main method with other techniques such as story point and FP, planning poker and Delphi technique and using soft computing in agile software estimation.

In the following section, we overviewed some recent approaches in agile software estimation.

A. Combination FP and story point

The author in [6] states that one of the agile weaknesses is the widespread failure to measure projects using standards metrics, such as function points and concluded both Function Points and story Points measure the size of the software and are based on the count of logical expressions, function points address functional size while story points represent the business value of one user story.

Product Size = Functional Size + Non-Functional Size + Environments Variables Size,

Story Points = Function Points + Non-Functional Size + Environments Variables Size.

The limitation with this study This “formula” is not intended to be shown mathematically correct, but that represent that the functional size is part of the product size and finding a correlation between the whole (product size) and the piece (functional size) represents a valid proportion.

But a few studies [4] refute that states while they proposed correlation between story point and function point and presents conceptual differences between function points and story points. Furthermore; Agile teams separate estimates of size from estimates of duration [6], [14] while function points are complemented by other methods when it comes to effort and cost estimate such as COCOMO II.

In addition, function point not cover nonfunctional requirements while story point estimate is an amalgamation of the amount of effort involved in developing the feature, the complexity of developing it, and the risk inherent in building it.

Another study in [11] provides a systematic estimation and dynamic tracking methodology for agile projects. To estimate the effort of a project development, Function Points are used in addition to the story point.

The function points are determined based on the user stories of desired features of the product. Author in [6] introduced good and clear example for that combination.

B. Combination planning poker and other techniques

There are few empirical studies on the combining of estimates in software engineering, but there are some indications that combination may reduce the bias towards optimism in software estimates.

Reference [12] studied using planning poker for user story estimation and concluded Group estimation of user stories is an important part of Extreme Programming (XP), used for both planning releases and iterations.

User stories are commonly estimated using group processes, user story estimation may enjoy improved estimation accuracy compared to individual estimation processes, however, with unstructured group estimation processes, factors such as company politics, group pressure and dominant personalities, may reduce estimation performance.

The author investigated two approaches planning poker and unstructured group estimation and approved planning poker is more accurate when the team has previous experience from similar tasks and planning poker is possibly less accurate when there is no previous experience from similar tasks. However this study needed more research since is limited to one team within one company.

Reference [12] combine planning poker with other techniques like Delphi (This method may be considered as a subset of expert judgment method, where group of experts are asked for the estimates until the consensus is reached) [12].

That study concluded planning poker may reduce optimism when compared to the mechanical combining of individual estimates, and may also, in some cases, be more accurate than unstructured combining of estimates in a group.

In [13] stated that techniques used to estimate agile development projects have typically been expertise-based, where the developers look to past projects or iterations, and draw on their own experiences to produce estimates for the stories.

C. Factors - based estimation in agile software

Many studies investigated factors that affected in agile cost estimation processes.

The authors in [15], [16] proposed a model for cost, size and duration for agile projects and it incorporates various vital factors namely: performance, complex processing, configuration, project domain and multiple sites.

After that, graded the intensity of these factors on the scale of low, medium and high based upon the complexity of the project. The limitation in that work Categorized all project domain (web application, MIS, military project) into 8 categories based on level of intensity for vital factors using square series (1 for low, 4 medium, 9 for high).

Another study by [15], [17] addresses some factors that direct impact on agile estimation process, but these factors proposed without any assigned to specific value.

D. Soft computing techniques in agile estimations

Recently; many researches attempt to automate the estimation process by building computerized models that can learn from previous estimation experience.

Soft computing consists of many techniques such as fuzzy logic, neural network, genetic algorithm, etc.

One of these studies in [18] uses a Neuro network to discuss and calibrate complexity weights of function point.

The proposed use the concepts and properties from fuzzy set theory to extend FP analysis into a fuzzy FP analysis, a
The factor of "The IT Measurement Scale software cost estimation currently need a fully determined prior to the start of project there is uncertainty about the project impact on agile estimation process, but these factors in most those factors. Precise result when we build an algorithmic model based on both may not available in agile project. Many factors affected since it depends on expert opinion result. That combine with FP may obtain a good and an accurate failure to measure projects using standards metrics, such as there is no set formula for defining the size of a story, it elapsed time estimation by user story have some limitation as practiced only in scrum and XP methodologies. The main causes of the failure of agile software estimation. So; Customer changes requests and unclear requirements as the main causes of the failure of agile software estimation. The Main metrics in agile such as story point that used and practiced only in scrum and XP methodologies.

-- Ideal day easier and accurate to predict the duration than in elapsed time estimation by user story have some limitation as there is no set formula for defining the size of a story, it failure to measure projects using standards metrics, such as function points, not sufficient alone to measure size, but when that combine with FP may obtain a good and an accurate result.

Planning poker may causes more inaccurate results in size estimation, despite its most method used in agile software, since it depends on expert opinion and analogy, which are both may not available in agile project. Many factors affected the size, cost and velocity for agile projects and may present precise result when we build an algorithmic model based on those factors.

Many publications addressed some factors that direct impact on agile estimation process, but these factors in most researches proposed without any assigned to specific value. Estimation-base on soft computing as neuro fuzzy, more accurate and recent but it need to real and huge dataset from industry to implement a model for agile software estimation.

Software cost estimation needs more efforts from the researcher either in academic or in industry field to cooperate together to enhance the estimation process and produce the best results, software cost estimation currently need a fully systematic review for the available research and classify it according to its content and trends, this will ease the research process and can clarify the shortcomings in this field. From above, it’s clearly there is need systematical approach for software cost estimation may not depend on software size only. Also; is that no single technique is best for all situations and story point is not sufficient alone. So; there is a great need to combination between more than two models to ensure the accurate estimation such as: FP with story point, neuro fuzzy with COCOMO and neuro network by using any repository for real dataset.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Estimation may use any of several methods. One of the most rigorous and accurate employs an estimate of the number of function points to be delivered and the expected productivity, effort, cost, schedule and staffing. For both Waterfall and Agile projects, these estimation metrics would typically be determined prior to the start of project development. For Agile projects, however, this means that objectives are determined at the beginning of a story or sprint, rather than at the beginning of all development. The reason is that too little is known about the requirements until each story/sprint begins.

Software development has been the subject of much criticism. Its critics point to the contention that it is difficult to estimate effort related to projects accurately, because at the early phase of a project there is uncertainty about the project scope. Moreover, there are inherently many requirements changes associated with agile software development which increase the risk of scope creep.

So; Customer changes requests and unclear requirements as the main causes of the failure of agile software estimation.

The Main metrics in agile such as story point that used and practiced only in scrum and XP methodologies.

Story points are faster and most used in agile size estimation than ideal days.
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